ABSTRACT: The aldol reaction catalyzed by an amine-substituted mesoporous silica nanoparticle (amine-MSN) surface was investigated using a large molecular cluster model (Si 392 O 958 C 6 NH 361 ) combined with the surface integrated molecular orbital/molecular mechanics (SIMOMM) and fragment molecular orbital (FMO) methods. Three distinct pathways for the carbinolamine formation, the first step of the amine-catalyzed aldol reaction, are proposed and investigated in order to elucidate the role of the silanol environment on the catalytic capability of the amine-MSN material. The computational study reveals that the most likely mechanism involves the silanol groups actively participating in the reaction, forming and breaking covalent bonds in the carbinolamine step. Therefore, the active participation of MSN silanol groups in the reaction mechanism leads to a significant reduction in the overall energy barrier for the carbinolamine formation. In addition, a comparison between the findings using a minimal cluster model and the Si 392 O 958 C 6 NH 361 cluster suggests that the use of larger models is important when heterogeneous catalysis problems are the target.
INTRODUCTION
The aldol condensation is an important and typical class of carbon−carbon bond forming reactions in which amines can be used as catalysts. 1 This reaction is also a common target in heterogeneous organocatalysis. 2−8 An important focus for heterogeneous catalysis has been the development and improvement of selective and reusable solid catalysts. 9−11 Mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) have drawn attention in heterogeneous catalysis, due to their high surface areas, narrow pore size distributions, and easy functionalization with specific organic and inorganic groups, in accordance with the specific process under study. 12−14 Amine-functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticle (amine-MSNs) surfaces can be used as heterogeneous solid catalysts in many organic reactions, including aldol reactions. 13−22 A significant rate enhancement is observed in the aldol condensation catalyzed by monofunctional amine-MSNs, compared to the homogeneous amine catalyst in solution. 17, 21 The superior activity of the heterogeneous catalyst is attributed to the presence of silanol groups. These groups are seen as playing the major role of bringing all of the reactant species together by forming hydrogen bonds, thereby allowing the reaction to take place. 12, 23 In a recent study, Kandel and coauthors 21 pointed out that silanol groups may also assist the formation of intermediates along the mechanistic cycle. The first step of the catalytic cycle for a primary-amine-MSN-catalyzed aldol reaction 21 is reported to be the attack on a carbonyl compound by an amine to yield a carbinolamine intermediate. According to the authors, the silanol groups present on the MSN surface can catalyze the reaction by making covalent bonds in the carbinolamine step. Scheme 1 outlines the catalyzed carbinolamine formation as suggested by Kandel and coauthors. 21 Scheme 1A illustrates the hydrogen bonding between the substrates and the Si−OH groups on the amine-MSN surface, while Scheme 1B depicts the catalysis promoted by the Si−OH group to yield the carbinolamine intermediate, which is shown in Scheme 1C.
A computational investigation of a reaction process encompassing surfaces like the MSN material should involve a reliable surface model that is able to take into account the effects on the uppermost layer of atoms and the subsurface as well. The computational cost associated with large molecular systems can be made manageable with hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approaches and by fragmentation methods. One particular QM/MM method that has been used to treat surface science is the SIMOMM (surface integrated molecular orbital/molecular mechanics) method. 24 This method mechanically embeds a small molecular cluster, treated with QM, into a larger one, with the bulk region represented by MM, and reduces the edge effects observed in smaller cluster models. This hybrid approach, for example, has been used successfully in many studies involving organic reactions on silicon surfaces. 25−30 A second approach is the fragment molecular orbital (FMO) method, 31 which allows one to treat large chemical systems with no dependence on empirical parameters or capping atoms. The FMO method 31−33 has enabled a fully quantum mechanical description of solid surfaces, such as zeolites, 34 silicon nanowires, 35 and, more recently, silica surfaces. 36, 37 In order to investigate the role of the silanol environment on the catalytic capacity of the amine-MSN material, a topic that needs clarification at the molecular level, the present work explores the carbinolamine formation step on the MSN surface by using both the SIMOMM and FMO approaches. These methods are applied to a system that is large enough to capture the realistic behavior of the material.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
2.1. MSN Surface Model. The model used to describe the MSN local surface is based on the β-cristobalite structure, 38 since the local structure of amorphous silica can be considered to be similar to this crystal. 39 The MSN pore was constructed as described by Roskop and coauthors in their FMO study about the diffusion barrier for benzene passing through the functionalized MCM-41 pore. 36 The proposed MSN model surface, Si 392 O 958 H 348 , has a diameter of ∼28 Å and 1698 atoms. The size of the cluster employed here to study the carbinolamine formation step in the target cross-aldol reaction is important, as there is a beneficial confinement effect in porous materials that has been known to affect their catalytic performance. 40, 41 The functionalized primary-amine-MSN was constructed by binding 3-aminopropyl to a silicon atom on the surface. The whole system, represented by the Si 392 O 958 C 6 NH 361 molecular cluster, is completed when acetone is added as reactant. Figure 1 depicts the molecular cluster used throughout this work.
2.2. SIMOMM Calculations. In the SIMOMM QM/MM calculation, the MSN surface model is divided into the reactive site model (RSM) that is treated using QM methods, and a chemically inactive part, treated by the Tinker molecular mechanics (MM) force field. The RSM region was chosen in such a way that it contains the two major oxygen species found on the silica mesoporous surface, the silanol groups and siloxane bridges, 38, 39 using the notation for silicon sites, ((HO)Si(OSi) 3 ) and ((SiO) 4 Si), respectively. The distance between hydroxyl groups should be ∼5−6 Å, in order to match the silica material characterized in the study conducted by Kandel et al. 21 The 3-aminopropyl is bonded to the Si atom in a symmetric position of the RSM, Figure 1a . The final QM cluster, Si 6 O 9 C 6 NH 25 , also contains acetone, one of the substrates commonly used in aldol reactions. The RSM was embedded in the larger Si 392 O 958 C 6 NH 361 cluster as noted above and shown in Figure 1a .
The structures were optimized using density functional theory 42, 43 (DFT) as the QM method, with the hybrid meta-GGA M06-2X 44 functional. The 6-31+G(d,p) 45, 46 basis set was employed for all atoms present in the QM region. In addition, single point SIMOMM/MP2/6-31+G(d,p) calculations were performed at the SIMOMM/DFT/M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p)-optimized geometries. This level of theory is referred to as SIMOMM:MP2//DFT/M06-2X. All of the transition state (TS) structures were confirmed by calculating and diagonalizing the energy second derivatives (Hessians). Minimum energy path 47 (MEP) calculations were employed to connect reactants to products using the GS2 algorithm 48 with a range of step sizes from 0.01 to 0.30 (amu) 1/2 bohr. The MM part of the calculation was treated by the MM3 49−51 force field in the Tinker 52 program that has been interfaced with the quantum chemistry package GAMESS 53, 54 (general atomic and molecular electronic structure system) used to perform the quantum calculations on the RSM cluster.
2.3. FMO Calculations. In the FMO method, the whole system is divided into fragments. A self-consistent field calculation is performed on each fragment, optionally followed by energy calculations on fragment pairs (dimers) or fragment trimers for higher accuracy. If the calculation includes all dimers, the method is called FMO2; if it includes all trimers, the method is called FMO3. Each fragment calculation is performed in the presence of the electrostatic potential (ESP) of the remaining fragments. There are two FMO fragmentation schemes for covalently bonded systems, called the hybrid orbital projection (HOP) 55 operator method and the adaptive frozen orbitals (AFO) 34, 35 method. The AFO method is preferred for treating systems that have a high density of interacting fragmented bonds, like the silica nanoparticles that are of interest in the present work. Therefore, the AFO method was employed to construct all of the interfragment bonds and orbitals. The Si−O bonds between the chosen fragments were fragmented, assigning the silicon atoms as the bond detached atoms (BDA) and the oxygen atoms as the bond-attached atoms (BAA).
The primary-amine-MSN model surface described in section 2.1 was divided into 23 fragments, as displayed in Figure 1b . The organic fragment, fragment 1 in Figure 1b , is a separate fragment, and the silica surface is divided into 22 fragments. These silica fragments are 2−23 in Figure 1b . A similar fragmentation scheme was used by Roskop and coauthors 36 in their study of the interaction between benzene and phenylpropyl fragments attached to the silica surface. Single point multilayer FMO2 and FMO3 energies were performed at the SIMOMM-optimized geometries. The fragment related to the reacting organic compounds was described by the MP2 56, 57 method with the 6-31G(d) basis set; the remaining fragments were treated with the RHF/STO-3G level of theory. This FMO approach is referred to as FMO2-RHF:MP2. In a similar way, the multilayer FMO treatment was applied to the system using the M06-2X density functional. Both the FMO2-RHF:DFT/ M06-2X and the FMO3-RHF:DFT/M06-2X methods were used for this study. In order to analyze the effects of dispersion for this largest model, an FMO3-RHF multilayer calculation with the Grimme-D3 dispersion correction for RHF (RHF-D) was performed, 58 using the same fragmentation and the same basis set as described above. Adding the -D correction is more useful than increasing the size of the DFT portion of the system, since we can account for dispersion from the entire silica environment. In addition, previous work by Conrad and Gordon 59 showed that RHF-D calculations are a good approximation to the much more expensive MP2 method. All calculations were performed using the GAMESS suite of programs, and MacMolPlt 60 was employed to visualize all chemical systems and to create linear least motion (LLM) paths.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to analyze the formation of the carbinolamine intermediate (III) assisted by the MSN silanol groups (see Scheme 2A), a reaction between 3-aminopropyl mesoporous silica nanoparticle (AP-MSN) catalyst (I) and acetone (II) is considered. The discussion is organized as follows. First, a minimal molecular cluster model, also employed to study the carbinolamine mechanism, is presented in section 3.1. In this section, the reaction between acetone (II) and propylamine (IV), and a silanol group (V) represented by the small cluster H 3 SiOH, is investigated in order to check the use of the M06-2X density functional for a model of the aldol reaction in the presence of silanol groups. The structures obtained using this minimal model are labeled throughout the text with the prefix (m), e.g., mTS1 corresponds to TS1 in Scheme 2B. Additionally, the small cluster model might lead to initial insight into the possible pathways labeled 1, 2, and 3 in Scheme 2B.
The analysis of carbinolamine formation for the primaryamine-MSN-catalyzed aldol reaction is presented in section 3.2. In this case, SIMOMM optimizations combined with FMO single point energy calculations are used to investigate the three proposed pathways shown in Scheme 2B, using the large surface model described in section 2.1.
3.1. Minimal Model Reaction Mechanism. The carbinolamine formation mechanism using the minimal model is investigated by MP2 and DFT/M06-2X geometry optimizations with the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set. CCSD(T) 61, 62 single point calculations using the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set at the MP2-optimized geometries were also performed. This level of theory is referred to as CCSD(T)/6-31+G(d,p)//MP2/6-31+G(d,p). The goal of these calculations is to evaluate both molecular model results treated at the same level of theory.
Amines are nucleophilic enough to attack carbonyl compounds such as acetone, so the carbinolamine formation step could happen without any cocatalyst. Therefore, in order to explore the role of silanol groups, three different pathways are investigated. The reaction between acetone (II) and propylamine (IV) to yield the carbinolamine intermediate (Scheme 2A) follows a general mechanism that starts with a simultaneous C−N bond formation and a proton transfer from the N to the carbonyl oxygen on the acetone. The first TS, mTS1 (TS1 in Scheme 2B), has no silanol group assisting the proton transfer in the carbinolamine formation; the second transition state (mTS2) has a silanol participating passively through hydrogen bond formation, and the last transition state (mTS3) has a silanol assisting via a six-membered TS structure. Weakly interacting effects of the Si−OH group are represented in pathway 2; that is, there are no covalent bonds involving the Si−OH group being formed or broken in pathway 2. Pathway 3, however, traverses the transition state mTS3, referred to as the catalyzed mode, because the silanol group participates by making covalent bonds in the transition state structure. Of course, this small cluster model does not account for the entire Si−OH environment that is discussed below. The goal of the small cluster model is to evaluate the ability of the M06-2X density functional to provide reliable results for an aldol reaction in which silanol groups are part of the system. Scheme 2B outlines the three analyzed pathways and the associated TSs. Figure 2 shows optimized TS geometries, along with their energies relative to the separated reactants, obtained at different levels of theory. The MP2 and DFT/M06-2X relative energies in the discussion include the zero-point energy (ZPE), unless otherwise specified. The unassisted four-membered TS, mTS1, is much higher in energy than the other transition states in which the silanol groups participate. The relative energies for mTS1 are 27.9 kcal mol
Patil and Sunoj 63 studied a simple bimolecular addition between dimethylamine and propanal and estimated a TS that is 38.4 kcal mol −1 higher in energy than the separated reactants using the DFT mPW1PW91/6-31G(d) approach. The mTS1 geometry provides an optimized proton transfer distance, 1.43 Å (DFT) and 1.41 Å (MP2), to the developing alkoxide, but with a strain due to the formation of a four-member ring transition state that leads to the highest barrier among the three possible pathways. The passive assisted transition state, mTS2, although exhibiting a similar four-membered geometry, has an additional stabilization due to hydrogen bonding between the alkoxide and the SiOH group. This transition state lies 13. The Journal of Physical Chemistry B Article originates from the effective alkoxide charge stabilization through the hydrogen bond interaction, and from a less strained ring transition state structure. All of these pathways involve the formation of a weakly bound complex prior to the transition state. These complexes are labeled mIC, and their structures are shown in Figure 2 . The relative energy of the complex that is formed in pathway 3, mIC3, is −15. Figure 3 shows the energy profile for the three explored pathways obtained using the minimal molecular cluster. As can be seen in Figure 3 , the formation of the carbinolamine intermediate using the minimal model cluster (mCARB) is an exoergic process, according to all levels of theory employed.
In order to estimate the relative energies at a higher level of theory and evaluate the convergence of the results with respect to the basis set size, calculations with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set were performed with the DFT/M06-2X, MP2, and CCSD(T) methods. The CCSD(T) computations were performed as single point calculations at the MP2/6-311+ +G(d,p)-optimized geometries. The comparison of these results with the corresponding ones obtained using the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set shows a slight change in the barrier heights, on the order of <2 kcal/mol, while the exoergicity changes are even smaller, on the order of <1 kcal/mol, for all methods. 
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There is good agreement between the results from wavefunction-based and DFT/M06-2X methods for both the geometries and relative energies. On the basis of the results for the small model system, one can conclude that the DFT/ M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory should provide reliable geometric parameters and relative energies for the larger system that is discussed next.
3.2. MSN-Catalyzed Reaction Mechanism. The study of the reaction between acetone (II) and the 3-aminopropyl mesoporous silica nanoparticle (AP-MSN) catalyst (I) to yield the carbinolamine intermediate (CARB), using the larger molecular cluster (Figure 1a) , was explored using SIMOMM calculations in a similar way to that presented in section 3.1; i.e., the same three reaction pathways were explored. The prefix (s) stands for structures obtained using this cluster model, e.g., sTS1 corresponds to TS1 in Scheme 2B. The DFT/M06-2X/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory was used for this part of the study, as discussed in the preceding subsection. Figure 4 presents the surface model TS structures, sTS1 and sTS2, optimized with the QM/MM SIMOMM method, the associated carbinolamine geometries, sCARB1 and sCARB2, and the corresponding complexes sIC1 and sIC2. A transition state associated with the catalyzed mode TS3 was not found. Therefore, a series of constrained optimizations, at the SIMOMM/DFT/M06-2X level of theory, along an LLM path between sCARB3 and sIC3, was performed in order to find an approximate upper bound for this barrier. The corresponding structure is called sTS3 in Figure 4 .
The expanded cluster should diminish edge effects that could affect a small cluster model approach. It is known that bulk size effects are important for determining relative energies and reliable geometries. 64, 65 The SIMOMM-optimized TS geometries have shorter proton transfer distances compared to the mTS geometries (see Figure 2 ). For instance, the DFToptimized O−H forming bond is found to be 1.42 and 1.31 Å for the sTS1 and sTS2 transition states, respectively, compared to 1.43 and 1.38 Å in the mTS1 and mTS2 structures. In the sTS3 geometry, the approximated O−H forming bond is found to be 1.47 Å, slightly larger than the optimized O−H distance in mTS3, 1.43 Å. These results suggest that the MSN environment influences the hydrogen transfer process.
The MEP calculations and the constrained optimizations along the LLM path were used to obtain the barrier heights at the SIMOMM/DFT/M06-2X level of theory. FMO single point energy calculations were performed at the SIMOMM/ DFT/M06-2X geometries. Figure 5 shows the full SIMOMM energy profile for the three explored pathways obtained using the Si 392 O 958 C 6 NH 361 molecular cluster. The structures of the complexes, the transition states, and the carbinolamine intermediates are shown in Figure 4 . There is good agreement between the two levels of theory employed for SIMOMM calculations; i.e., SIMOMM:MP2//DFT/M06-2X energies are very close to SIMOMM/DFT/M06-2X results. Therefore, SIMOMM/MP2 optimizations are not expected to lead to significant changes in the current profile. This is also supported by the results observed on the basis of the minimal model.
The sIC1 structure contains an acetone moiety that is far from the amine-MSN surface, while sIC2 is a zwitterionic intermediate near the surface. The zwitterionic intermediate sIC2 is associated with pathway 2 in the amine-MSN surface, which is not a concerted mechanism. Therefore, pathway 2 here differs from the corresponding one observed using the minimal model. As shown in Figure 5 and the MSN surface contribute to the stabilization of this polar intermediate. The hydrogen bonds between the silanol groups on the MSN surface and the carbinolamine OH impose additional constraints on the sCARB2 structure, when compared to sCARB1, in which there is only one hydrogen bond between the N atom from the carbinolamine and the silanol group from the MSN surface. Along pathway 2, in contrast to pathway 1, as the reaction takes place, the product being formed continues to interact with the Si−OH groups. In the sIC1 structure, the acetone is far enough from the surface that dispersion forces are likely to dominate the interaction. In sCARB1 dispersion interactions are probably less important since the carbinolamine is close to the surface. In pathway 3, similar to pathway 2, the main substrates remain close to the MSN surface. However, in sCARB3, besides the hydrogen bond between a silanol and the carbinolamine OH, there is a hydrogen bond involving the N and Si−OH groups. In the sCARB2 structure both hydrogen bonds involve silanols and the carbinolamine OH (Figure 4) .
The net reaction energies and the calculated barrier heights are listed in Table 1 for the three reaction pathways, as predicted by the SIMOMM and FMO methods. There is good agreement within a given fragmentation method; i.e., both SIMOMM approaches agree with each other, regardless of the electronic structure method, while all of the FMO levels of theory give similar results. The SIMOMM and FMO methods agree that the net reaction energies for all three pathways are exoergic, although some exceptions appear with the FMO3/ RHF and FMO3/RHF-D approaches. However, the inclusion of dispersion effects via the -D correction does not change the general trend observed for both reaction energies and energy barriers. While the SIMOMM approaches predict that the net exoergicity increases in the order pathway 1 > pathway 2 > pathway 3, all of the FMO levels of theory (i.e., FMO2/DFT/ M06-2X, FMO2/MP2, FMO3/DFT/M06-2X, FMO3/RHF, and FMO3/RHF-D) predict exactly the opposite trend: pathway 3 > pathway 2 > pathway 1. The greatest disparity occurs for the uncatalyzed pathway 1. Focusing on MP2-based approaches, at the FMO2-RHF:MP2 level of theory, the overall reaction energy is found to be −1. , respectively. For pathway 3, the overall reaction energy is found to be −15.7 (−17.7) kcal mol −1 according to the FMO2/MP2 (SIMOMM:MP2//DFT/M06-2X) approach. The analysis of the FMO-RHF/DFT results reveals that the inclusion of threebody interactions does not significantly change the energies. Therefore, it is expected that the errors arising from the truncation of FMO at FMO2/MP2 energies should not be large. Regarding the DFT-based approaches, according to FMO3/DFT, the overall reaction energy is found to be −7.8, −13.4, and −23.8 kcal mol . At the SIMOMM/DFT/M06-2X level of theory the overall reaction energy is found to be −31.0, −20.9, and −15.1 kcal mol −1 , respectively, for sCARB1, sCARB2, and sCARB3. On the other hand, all of the methods used in this study predict that the energy barrier decreases in the order pathway 1 > pathway 2 > pathway 3. One would expect this predicted trend due to the hydrogen bonding stabilization of the transition state in pathway 2 and the presence of the silanol catalyst in pathway 3. Moreover, all methods find a net negative barrier relative to separated reactants for the catalyzed pathway 3. The predicted trend in barrier heights is consistent with the trend of increasing exoergicity found by the FMO method, from the perspective of the Hammond postulate. 66 When ZPE corrections are considered, the barrier heights show only a slight change, on the order of <1 kcal/mol.
Further insight into the role of the silica surface as a catalyst for the aldol reaction may be obtained from the FMO pair interaction energy analysis between the organic part of the reaction (fragment 1) and the silica fragments. In particular, the discussion focuses on the FMO/RHF-D relative values of pair interaction energies with respect to the separated reactants. All values discussed here are the pair interaction energies between a given fragment and fragment 1, at a given stationary point, minus the pair interaction energy between the same fragments on the reactants. The most important pair interaction involves fragment 3, as its interaction with the organic part of the system has a destabilizing effect on sTS1 and sTS3 of 7.2 and 3.2 kcal/ mol, respectively. On the other hand, fragment 3 is the main contributor to the stabilization of sTS2, about 12.4 kcal/mol. For the carbinolamine, intermediates sCARB1 and sCARB3 have destabilizing contributions of 3.3 and 2.0 kcal/mol, respectively, and sCARB2 has a stabilizing one, of about 5.8 kcal/mol. Another important silica fragment is fragment 2, which contains the reacting silanols. Fragment 2 does not have a stabilization effect on the barrier of pathway 1, but it does on the barriers for pathways 2 and 3, where there are hydrogen bonds between the organic part and the silanol. For instance, the contribution of fragment 2 is about −0.4 and −1.5 kcal/mol for sTS2 and sTS3, respectively. Fragment 4 is an important fragment for pathway 1, where it has a stabilization contribution of −0.8 kcal/mol to sTS1 and −3.2 kcal/mol to sCARB1. Overall, all silica fragments have an interaction with the organic one to some extent. The sum of all pair interaction energies involving fragment 1 yields stabilizing contributions of 13.2 and 2.4 kcal/mol, respectively, for sTS2 and sCARB2 and destabilizing contributions of 15.7 and 2.2 kcal/mol for sTS1 and sCARB1, respectively. For catalyzed pathway 3, this sum produces smaller destabilizing contributions of 2.6 kcal/mol for sTS3 and 3.1 kcal/mol for sCARB3. This pair interaction energy analysis provides a useful interpretation for the energy profile of the aldol reaction in terms of the interactions between the silica fragments (silica surface) and the organic fragment, thereby reinforcing the importance of including a large portion of the silica environment for a reliable model of the chemical reactions.
The differences between the SIMOMM and FMO results could come from the differences between these techniques. Due to its efficiency, the SIMOMM method is appropriate to take into account bulk effects during geometry optimizations. However, in contrast to FMO, SIMOMM does not account for the polarization from the entire system. Additionally, FMO has no dependence on empirical parameters or capping atoms. On the other hand, FMO energies can be sensitive to the number and sizes of the fragments in the system. 36 The predicted relative energies can depend on fragment sizes and the inclusion of higher order corrections. Larger fragments and higher order (e.g., FMO3) will improve the predicted energies, but at a significant computational cost. So, using SIMOMM geometry optimizations, followed by single point FMO energies, is an appealing approach. The FMO method has previously been used primarily for the prediction of properties of large, mostly biologically important molecules, but not for the study of reaction mechanisms in organometallic chemistry. The application of the method to solid surfaces has been limited to adsorption energies and analyses of interaction energies. 67, 68 To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study applying the FMO method to the investigation of an organic reaction on a solid surface.
Interestingly, the FMO relative energies presented in this subsection are similar to the relative energies obtained using the minimal model. However, this similarity is at least partly coincidence, since pathway 2 in the minimal model is very different from the corresponding one obtained using the larger system. Therefore, a more realistic molecular model should be used for complex systems like the present one. In addition, because pathway 1 in the minimal model would correspond to the homogeneous reaction and all of the surface-inclusive models could correspond to the reaction catalyzed by AP-MSN, the current results agree with the experimental observation that the reaction catalyzed by AP-MSN is faster than the homogeneous reaction catalyzed by propylamine, at least for this initial step. 21 Since the energy barrier associated with the transition state sTS3 is much lower than that of the other two, one can conclude that pathway 3 is the most likely mechanism for the carbinolamine formation. Silanol groups participate by forming and breaking covalent bonds in the carbinolamine formation process; i.e., their role is more than simply bringing all of the reactants together by forming hydrogen bonds. They also actively catalyze the reaction as suggested by Kandel and coauthors. 21 
CONCLUSIONS
Three different pathways for the carbinolamine formation, the first step of the amine-catalyzed aldol reaction, in the presence of silanol groups were proposed and investigated. The use of a minimal model, a small molecular cluster that can be treated with standard electronic structure methods, leads to the conclusion that the catalyzed mode, in which the silanol groups participate by making covalent bonds in the transition state structure, is the preferred pathway. The use of a large and more realistic surface model that is affordable using fragmentation methods agrees with this observation, and the catalyzed mode is also observed in the MSN surface.
However, there are nontrivial differences in the details that are predicted for pathway 2. A stepwise mechanism is found using the larger molecular cluster, while the minimal molecular model shows that the carbinolamine formation step involves a concerted mechanism. In the stepwise mechanism, a zwitterionic intermediate is identified that is stabilized by the hydrogen bonds formed with the silanols from the amine-MSN surface. Although the energy profile observed in the minimal model is consistent with the results obtained using the larger one, the use of the minimal model is not recommended, even when combined with high-level electronic structure approaches, since the minimal model leads to differences in the predicted mechanism.
In order to model catalysis on solid surfaces, the use of larger molecular models is very important, as is the inclusion of bulk effects and the surrounding environment. To perform such complex calculations requires the use of novel computational approaches, such as those based on QM/MM models or fully quantum methods like the FMO approach. The FMO method is particularly appealing in this regard since the code is highly scalable and is therefore able to make efficient use of massively parallel computer systems. 33, 65, 66 
